November 14th

The Porsche Weekend Dinner-Dance on Saturday evening, November 14th is the night of our regular monthly dinner meeting. It has been decided to combine the two into one. Advance reservations will be necessary, so any PCA members wishing to attend the dinner-dance/monthly meeting, not including any of the Porsche Weekend activities will have to send reservations with check in the amount of $5.60 per person payable to Golden Gate Region, PCA, to R. E. Graham, 700 Community Bank Building, San Jose. This is to be a "special" banquet with PCA members from 3 other PCA regions in California attending, so let's show them what a turnout ORR can make. The place is Los Gatos Lodge, 50 Saratoga Avenue, Los Gatos. See you there!

SPECIAL PRESS RELEASE FROM PORSCHE

PORSCHE ONCE AGAIN SECOND IN THE CHALLENGE MONDIAL D'ENDURANCE ET VITESSE

Paris: The "Challenge Mondial d'Endurance et Vitesse" (World Trophy for Speed and Endurance), which has replaced the former Sports Car World Championship, will be presented to prototypes, -without considering the cylinder displacement, which have been successful in four of the most important long distance races such as Sebring, Targa Florio, 1000 km Nurburgring and Le Mans.

As in previous years, the 2 Liter Porsches placed in 1964 second behind the twice as powerful Ferraris. Huschke von Hanstein accepted the precious trophy on behalf of Mr. Porsche from the CSI-President, Maurice Baumgartner, in the French Automobile Club during a session of the PIA members.

POINT STANDING

Ferrari 36 points
Porsche 30 points
Cobra 26 points
Alfa Romeo 24 points

The only definite statement in Mr. Humphreys article was "as a group there is growing evidence in our claim reports that they (sports cars) are becoming involved in an increasing number of accidents." Of course, what else does he expect? There are more sports cars or cars with sporty names on the road.

PREZ SEZ:

You have all received your October issue of Panorama by now and have found the enclosed postcard ballot for election of our national officers. We hope you have marked your ballots and mailed them in. If you haven't, be sure to do it right now before it slips your mind again. Golden Gate Region is honored to have the candidate for National President selected from its membership. Let's back Burt up 100% and show PCA National that we recognize and acknowledge this honor by returning our ballots promptly and in full force.

Paul Scott

Did someone pick up the wrong pair of colored glasses? Bill Williams lost his and pair with clear plastic frames was left at the picnic table so we wonder if you are trying to figure out whose glasses you have and where yours went to. If this is what happened, Paul Scott has the pair that were left on the table, and Bill Williams would appreciate getting his back.

CORRECTION*($MPRINT+4)(0hue=MISQUOTE)

Yes, it happened in our last issue of the Nugget. Our staff of proofreaders (ha, ed.) were caught with their RPMs down. The price schedule for the PORSCHE WEEKEND was $35.00. The correct amount for the complete weekend for one person is $30.00. See coupon below.

*from the National Observer, 19 October 1964
A thousand dollar hole-in-the-wall, don't let it happen to you!